A NEW INSCRIBED WEIGHT: THE SHEKEL OF HGM
Josette Elayi*

The new weight presented here in this short note, currently in a private collection1, is a
small bronze weight, a reverted flattened cone with a dome-shaped top and measuring 17
mm in diameter and 12 mm in height (Pl. I, 1-2). The weight is 14.36g. An inscription is
engraved on the top. Its state of preservation is good. This weight is interesting from the
points of view of metrology and toponymy, and because it enlightens the understanding
of the Aramaic inscription CIS II, 113 and our knowledge of the pantheon of Tayma$>.
The well-preserved inscription consists of six letters deeply incised around the circular
convex surface on the top of the weight; as usual, it reads from right to left. The first letter
is ‰ with the archaic saw-toothed form attested until the mid-seventh century B.C.2. The
second letter is Q with oval head, pierced by the vertical shaft3. The third letter is L, its
shaft is slightly curved with a pronounced rightward tilt and a short base4. The fourth
letter is H: the three head lines are parallel, dipping down slightly to the left; the shaft is
vertical and its length below the head lines is equal to its length through the lines5. The
fifth letter is G, with two oblique legs of almost equal length6. The sixth letter is M with a
slightly curved vertical shaft and the archaic saw-toothed form for the head7. The
palaeographical analysis points to the 8th century. The inscription reads clearly: ‰QL
HGM, “shekel of HGM”.
HGM is probably a place name as is shown by the parallel bronze weights mentioning
three toponyms: fiDN, ·MT and QRQR. Two weights bear the toponym fiDN. The first
one, inscribed ‰QL fiYDN / <‰RTN, “shekel of Sidon. Twenty (or twentieth)”, is a
tortoise-shaped weight of 11.7g8. The second one is a calf head(?)-shaped weight of
6.15g, inscribed ‰È SQL fiDN, “fraction (half?) of the shekel of Sidon”9. Six weights
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bear the toponym ·MT. The first one is a dome-shaped weight of 13.5g, inscribed ‰QL
·MT, “shekel of ·amat”10. The second one is a square weight of 12.65g, also inscribed
‰QL ·MT11. The third one is a sphinx-shaped weight of 26.6g inscribed ‰QLY ·MT,
“two shekels of ·amat”12. The fourth one is an animal (hare?)-shaped weight of 3.3g,
inscribed RB< ‰QL ·MT, “fourth of shekel of ·amat”13. The fifth one is a hare-shaped
weight of 7.6g inscribed ‰È ‰QL ·MT, “fraction (half?) of the shekel of ·amat”14. The
sixth one is a dome-shaped weight of 7.6g, also inscribed ‰ È ‰QL ·MT15. One weight
is a recumbent fawn-shaped weight of 9.46g, inscribed ‰QL QRQR, “shekel of
QRQR”16.
From this single 14.36g weight, it is impossible to know even the modified standard.
Possibly the original standard followed the Phoenician standard of around 14g. For
example, the modified standard of the Sidonian coins of Groups II, III and IV was of
14.01g17 before the devaluation operated by king <Abd<a⋲tart I in 365 B.C.18. The
Phoenician standard was also used by the city of Tyre in the first stage of her coinage
from around 357; the modified standard was of 13.56 g19. The city of Byblos only
adopted the Phoenician standard of ca 14g from the second half of the 5th century20, after
having used a first standard of ca 9.5g in the first stage of her coinage21. The city of
Arwad never used the ca 14g Phoenician standard in her coinage but the Persic
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standard22. None of the other coinages of this area minted during the Persian period seem
to have used the Phoenician standard: neither the >TR / Tripolis, Ashqelon, Gaza, Samaria
or “Philistian” mints23. The Phoenician standard is attested by some weights that we have
listed in our corpus of Phoenician weights24, but they are not numerous: small bronze
square weights inscribed ‰ and dated from the 8th to the 4th centuries, two Aradian lead
weights from the Hellenistic period and a few isolated weights25.
Based on the palaeographical analysis and on the parallel weights, a date in the course
of the 8th century B.C. can be proposed26. At that time, Phoenician writing was used for
both Phoenician and Aramaic languages and it is not possible to distinguish different
palaeographic features in writing before the very end of the 8th century. Since the words
‰QL and HGM do not allow the two languages to be differentiated, it is impossible to say
whether this weight was Phoenician or Aramaean. Only the location of HGM would give
an indication as to whether it was a Phoenician or Aramaean city.
This weight belongs to the small series of nine (now ten) weights indicating the local
standard of a city. The first one, fiDN, “Sidon”, is clear. The second one, ·MT, seems to
be clear too since this is the name of the ancient city of ·amat (modern ·ama). But the
difficulty comes from the identification of the third toponym, QRQR. If QRQR was the
name of the capital of the kingdom of ·amat, the weight inscribed ‰QL QRQR could be
related to the main town and the weights inscribed ‰QL ·MT to the land27. Another
possibility would be that ·MT designated the main city and QRQR a town in the same
area since the two names are mentioned in the graffiti found in the excavations of ·ama28.
Until now, the location of QRQR at Tell Qarqur on the Orontes, 1km east of the modern
village29, remains problematic30. The toponym HGM has to be searched for in the
Western part of the Assyrian Empire: it was a city using Phoenician or Aramaic language,
Phoenician standard and this type of weights. These weights were called “Phoenico22
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Aramaic” by some authors31; this is true for the language but not when the location has
been established: thus, the weight inscribed ‰QL fiDN is Phoenician, those inscribed ‰QL
·MT and ‰QL QRQR are Aramaean.
As far as we know, there are only three attestations of a toponym HGM. The first is a
locality in Yemen, mentioned by Yaqut: al-Hajm32. Even if this Arabic toponym retains
the form of an ancient toponym HGM, this type of weight does not correspond with the
Yemenite material culture. The second attestation is an Arabic toponym mentioned by the
Arab lexicographers: al-Hajm of the Banı$ Farza$rah in Northern Arabia33. This attestation
does not fit with our type of weight either. Only the third attestation must be taken into
consideration, namely the Aramaic inscription CIS II, 113, which offers three occurrences
of HGM34. This inscription, carved in relief covers the face of a stele which was found in
1880 in the oasis city of Tayma$$ > in Northern Arabia. Despite some lacunae and
difficulties, the general meaning is clear. It records the introduction of a new cult of god
fialm from a place called HGM into Tayma$>$ . It describes arrangements for the endowment
and service of the temple, and confirms fiLM‰ZB son of PÈSRY in the service of fialm of
HGM. The priest had set up some object (SWT>, l. 13) in the temple, possibly the
inscribed stele35. A grant (fiDQT>, l. 15) of 21 palms was given to the new god by the
gods of Tayma$$> presented as a triad: fialm of M·RM, ‰NGL> and >‰YM> (l. 16). This
inscription probably occurred in a situation of conflict for the priest of fialm of HGM as
can be seen from the confirmation of his service and his descendants by the local gods (ll.
10-11) and from the malediction formulae against anybody who might eject them (ll. 1215, 20-23).
The term HGM has always been considered by the different authors as a cult-place of
the god fialm, as was the case for M·RM (l. 16). This term was identified with
Ma™ramah, mentioned by Yaqut in the area of Djebel Salma$ to the east of Tayma$>$ 36, but
HGM remains unidentified. However, this current interpretation was questioned by B.
Aggoula who proposed interpreting fiLM ZY HGM as “lord of the well” and fiLM ZY
M·RM as “lord of the sanctuary”37. His arguments against identifying M·RM with
Ma™ramah are that it is a city not a sanctuary and that it is 300kms from Tayma$>$ : however
a sanctuary could be designated by the name of its city and the distance was not a problem
for Tayma$$ > who welcomed different foreign gods in her pantheon; moreover, the
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interpretation of M·RM from the Arabic religious word ™aram is not put forward. As far
as HGM is concerned, according to this author, it would be a common word, with an
erroneous reading of the Arabic word >agm / >agam / >ugum, “swamp, pool”, the same
as agammu (Akkadian), >gam (Hebrew), >age ma$ (Judaeo-Aramaic), >agma$ (Syriac),
agma (Mandean), and gmwt in a Palmyrenian inscription with the meaning of “cisterns,
wells”38. He translated this word by “well” and tried to find a well in Tayma$>39. This
hypothesis cannot be accepted since it is based on the word >GM instead of HGM and on
a series of hypotheses. Therefore the generally accepted interpretation of HGM as a
toponym remains the most likely.
The question is now whether the toponym mentioned in the Tayma$> inscription is the
same as the one mentioned on the weight? There is no agreement on the date of the
Tayma$> inscription but it is, in any event, later than the 8th century: it is dated from the
22nd year of a king whose name falls in the lacuna (l. 1). Some authors have proposed
relating it with the neo-Babylonian king Nabonidus who lived in this oasis for ten
years40. Others proposed the middle of the fifth century41, others the fifth or fourth
centuries42, others the end of the fifth or the beginning of the fourth43. Whatever the date
of the Tayma$> inscription may be, the preservation of the same toponym after two or three
centuries is not a problem. The next question is why the god fialm of HGM, the tutelary
protector of the town, was introduced into the pantheon of Tayma$>. It could be justified
by the presence in this site of an important community of people coming from HGM,
wanting to worship their native god. The oasis of Tayma$> was known as an important
crossroads for caravans going to Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia or Yemen, mentioned in
neo-Assyrian texts and in the Bible44; it was an obligatory halt, and hence had a
cosmopolitan character. Moreover, the deity >‰YM> mentioned in the inscription of
Tayma$> (l. 15) seems to correspond to the Ashima of ·amat mentioned in the Bible45.
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This would mean that there was already an important community of people from ·amat
who had introduced the cult of their deity into the pantheon of Tayma$>. The objection
according to which ·amat was a tribe or town near Mesopotamia is not argued
convincingly46. Therefore, Tayma$> very probably had relations with West-Semitic traders
coming both from ·amat and from other Western towns such as HGM.
Is it possible to locate the toponym HGM with any greater precision ? The area of
·amat is not confirmed by the numerous graffiti found in the excavations or in vicinity,
bearing several place names such as RGM for example47. The name of the priest in the
service of fialm of HGM, fiLM‰ZB, “fialm has delivered”, is an Aramaic name equivalent
to the Akkadian fialmu-u⋲e$zib48, suitable for a priest of this god. His father’s name,
PÈSRY, is Egyptian (p>-dy-ws-ir, Greek Πετοσιριj)49. These two names are not helpful
in locating H G M . Now we have to examine whether the two sculptured scenes
represented on one small side of the Tayma$> stele can provide any information50.
Normally, these scenes, which show the influence of Assyrian art, should be related to
the inscription. The lower register represents the priest as it is written at the bottom:
fiLM‰ZB KMR , “fialm⋲ezib the priest”51. He is performing some ritual (sacrificing?)52,
with his raised arms in front of an altar bearing a bull’s facing head. His dress looks like a
Syro-Phoenician one53. Since fialm⋲ezib is in the service of fialm of HGM, the head of
bull on the altar should represent a symbol of this god. The frequent association of
bucrania with inscriptions mentioning fialm suggests that he was a moon-god54. If it was
a centre of moon-worship it would help to explain the attraction that Tayma$> had for
Nabonidus. Another altar with a bull’s head is represented on a pedestal cube found with
a stele mentioning the god fialm of RB55. It would mean that this symbol was the same for
the three gods named fialm in Tayma$>: of M·RM, HGM and RB. The upper register of
the stele CIS II, 113 is more difficult to interpret: it represents a human figure (king?
god?) wearing the same kind of dress as the priest, but with a pointed headdress
(lebbade?) and a staff, standing beneath a winged disk56. Among the different hypotheses
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proposed, this figure could be the “image” of fialm of HGM being received by the gods of
Tayma$>, or fialm is the winged disk, or a combination of the winged disk and the Apis
bull57. This human figure has also been compared with the representation of Nabonidus
on the reliefs of ·arra$n58. For the moment, we have to consider that there is no clear
explanation for the scene of the upper register; however the dress of this figure is also
Syro-Phoenician.
Does the identity of the god fialm provide any help in locating HGM? As a matter of
fact, fialm literally means “image” or “idol”. It is more or less the equivalent of the
Phoenician and Aramaean B<L, “lord”59. This would explain why fiLM is related to
different localities (fiLM of HGM, M·RM and RB worshipped in Tayma$>) as we have
B<L fiDN or B<L fiR in Phoenician60, and B<L·RN or B<L‰MYN in Aramaic61. The god
fialm was well-known in Babylonia, North Arabia and Syria in the first millennium
B.C.62, up until the Roman period, by inscriptions and theophoric names from DouraEuropos, Jawf and Palmyra for example63. This god was possibly the same as
Σοµλοj mentioned in a votive inscription of an altar at Oumm el-Djemal in ·auran64,
and as Selamanes worshipped in the Djebel Sheikh Barakat in North Syria65. However,
this last name could be related to a god SLMN attested at Sidon for example6666.
Although in the present state of documentation it is impossible to locate HGM
precisely, all the elements we have analysed show that it was a West-Semitic city with
active trading activities, partly devoted in the 6th/5th centuries to caravanning through the
crossroads of Tayma$>. HGM was located in an area using the Aramaic or Phoenician
language, West-Semitic bronze weights and the Phoenician standard, hence possibly in
central or south Syria, or in Lebanon. Unexpectedly, this small object has provided
interesting information: a fourth new toponym for these rare weights inscribed ‰QL, an
attestation of the Phoenician standard of ca 14g as early as the 8th century B.C., a
confirmation that the new god fialm introduced into the pantheon of Tayma$> was
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originally worshipped in a West-Semitic city called HGM, and that a community of
traders from HGM was settled in Tayma$>.

Pl. I, 1: Weight inscribed ‰QL HGM. 2,5:1.

Pl. I, 2: Fac-simile of the inscription.

